Abstract
Introduction
The World Wide Web is currently the largest data repository from which people like to acquire information in their daily lives. After analyzing queries sent to web search engines, we notice that a high proportion of queries contain geographic information, e.g., "Ping-pong clubs that lie around the downtown area of Beijing". A search tool will improve its search quality if it understands the meaning of geospatial information and uses it properly. However, most of the traditional search tools treat all query information as keywords and do information retrieval based on string-match, which lead to their poor performance on Recall and Precision. Geospatial semantic retrieval (GSR) comes as an effective way to overcome these problems. It makes computer understand the meaning of queries and web pages, and retrieves information based on semantic-match, which can improve Precision and Recall efficiently.
Geospatial ontology (GO), an explicit formal specification of geospatial knowledge, information and data, plays a key role in GSR [1] . It provides support for query expansion, web resource annotation and indexing, relevance ranking. GO has to model both determinacy and fuzzy geospatial information for users' queries may involve fuzzy information, such as "a tourist attraction that lies in the south of Beijing, not far from the downtown area, and its traffic condition is well". Fuzzy geospatial information GO has to model can be divided into four main types: ① Fuzzy spatial object: A spatial object is fuzzy for its boundary is vague, such as grassland.
② Fuzzy spatial relation: The fuzziness of spatial relations can be divided into three types. Firstly, the qualitative representations of spatial relations may be fuzzy (e.g. near, south). Secondly, the vague boundaries of spatial objects cause spatial relations to be fuzzy (e.g. the habitat of Manchurian tiger intersects with the habitat of wapitis). Thirdly, natural language used to qualify relations may also be fuzzy (e.g. very near, somewhat south). ③ Fuzzy spatial attribute of spatial object (e.g. the rainfall in Beijing is rich, the population is large).
④ Fuzzy spatial object type (e.g., environmental city).
When modeling the fuzzy geospatial information using GO, we have to consider their complex semantic: 1) The semantic of geospatial information varies with their type. 2) Multiple factors affect the fuzzy semantic of some geospatial information. E.g., the vague boundaries of objects will cause the directional relation between them to be fuzzy while the term directional relation is fuzzy itself.
3) The fuzzy semantic of some spatial information is unfixed. E.g., meaning of the term near changes with its reference object type. As the complexity of the fuzzy semantic, several challenges arise when building GO, such as how to describe the various kinds of fuzzy semantic mentioned above explicitly in an ontology? How to mine implicit spatial relations considering the multiple factors that affect their fuzziness? How to integrate all types of fuzzy geospatial information to mine more implicit knowledge?
Existing ontology models haven't solved the above mentioned problems well, and they are deficient in representing and reasoning fuzzy geospatial information. This paper proposes an innovative fuzzy geospatial ontology model, FGSO, which makes fuzzy geospatial information conveniently shared and reused by different systems. It provides different ways for representing geospatial information according to the feature of their fuzzy semantic, and can mine implicit fuzzy spatial relations and other fuzzy information correctly. In addition, Quantity data widely used in practical applications can also be integrated into FGSO, which makes it easily adapt to different applications. Based on FGSO, we develop a fuzzy geospatial semantic retrieval system, FGSRS. Experiment results from FGSRS show that our method improve Precision and Recall in some extent.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews related work. Section 3 gives a global view on FGSO. Section 4 introduces the fuzzy spatial relation ontology which focuses on spatial relation representation and reasoning. Section 5 introduces the formalization of fuzzy geospatial ontology. Section 6 shows how to integrate spatial relation ontology with geospatial ontology, together with the fuzzy semantic reasoning mechanism of FGSO. Section 7 introduces the structure of FGSRS and our experiment results. Finally, Section 8 concludes this paper.
Related work
Lee et al. [2] propose a fuzzy ontology used for news summarization. Its fuzzy representation mechanism is limited to their application, which can't be applied to describe the fuzzy semantic of geospatial information. Abulaish et al. [3] propose a fuzzy ontology generation framework in which a concept descriptor is represented as a fuzzy relation which encodes the degree of a property value using a fuzzy membership function. Fuzzy representation mechanisms of the ontologies developed by [4~6] focus on describing the fuzziness of taxonomy relation, attribute-of relation and instance-of relation. The fuzzy representation ability of the above-mentioned ontologies is limited to describing the fuzziness of relations. Zhai et al. [7] propose a three-layer fuzzy ontology framework that integrates fuzzy linguistic variable ontology with fuzzy domain ontology, which has richer description ability than previous ones by allowing constraining concepts with linguistic variables. Liu et al. [8] also propose a fuzzy ontology that supports the representation of fuzzy linguistic variable, fuzzy relation and fuzzy object. However, they're still not expressive enough to describe the complex fuzzy geospatial information. In addition, all the above-mentioned ontologies focus on the representation of fuzzy information, and none of them provide a reasoning mechanism to reason about fuzzy (geospatial) information.
There are also some geospatial ontologies proposed in recent years. However, most of them [9~11] focus on modeling determinacy geospatial information. Florence et al. [12] proposes a geospatial ontology for handling uncertainty, which is fit to model possibilistic information but not the fuzziness. Fuzzy geospatial ontology: It describes all types of the fuzzy geospatial information mentioned in Section 1 besides fuzzy spatial relations in a uniform format, so as to integrate them to mine more useful information.
Fuzzy semantic reasoning module: It converts the fuzzy spatial relations reasoned out by FSRO to properties in fuzzy geospatial ontology using a converting algorithm. Also it maintains the consistency of geospatial ontology and mines implicit information with the help of the fuzzy reasoner, fuzzyDL [13].
Fuzzy spatial relation ontology model FSRO

Fuzzy spatial relation ontology
Fuzzy spatial relation ontology describes the fuzzy semantic of three main kinds of relations: topological relation, directional relation and distance relation. We extend the standard ontology language, OWL DL, to describe the above-defined tuple.
(1) Extending the datatype of OWL DL by defining fuzzy data types, so as to construct D f . There are already some basic data types in OWL DL such as integer, string, float, etc. However, they are not fit to describe the semantic of complex fuzzy information. We analysis the fuzzy semantic of spatial relation concepts, individuals and linguistic qualifiers, then define their fuzzy representations based on fuzzy set theory (that are detailed in Section 4.1.2), such as fuzzy set, the set of fuzzy sets and etc, and finally define fuzzy data types denoting these representations.
(2) Adding a new term to extend the owl:class vocabulary, which maps a concept to a fuzzy data type to describe the fuzzy semantic of concept ( Figure 3 ). In this way, we relate our qualitative cognition on spatial relations or qualifiers to quantitative data distributing widely in geospatial database. and add it to the restriction sets of concepts. Property value on hasfrepresentation shows the membership degree of an instance in a concept. E.g., considering an instance AnearB of concept Near whose value on hasfrepresentation is 0.8 meaning that object A locates near to B to a degree of 0.8.
We now denote our method using an example of defining a fuzzy spatial relation concept.
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Northwest" /> <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Direction"/> <owl:fuzzyrepresentation rdf:resource="&dte; Northwest"/> <rdfs:subClassOf> <owl:Restriction> <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#referenceObject" /> <owl:allValuesFrom rdf:resource="#SpatialObject" /> <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#targetObject" /> <owl:allValuesFrom rdf:resource="#SpatialObject" /> <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#hasReferenceSystem" /> <owl:someValuesFrom rdf:resource="#ReferenceCoordinateSystem " /> <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#hasfrepresentation" /> <owl:allValuesFrom rdf:resource="&dte; Interval" /> <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#isdirectly" /> <owl:allValuesFrom rdf:resource="&dte; Interval" /> …… </owl:Restriction> </rdfs:subClassOf> …… </owl:Class> Northwest is a fuzzy data type denoting our cognition on the fuzzy semantic of the directional relation, northwest. Interval is a fuzzy data type denoting the interval [0,1]. Considering an instance AnothwestB of the concept Northwest, its value on the property isdirectly represents how the direction relation northwest between A and B satisfies the qualifier directly. 
Fuzzy representation of spatial relations
Fuzzy spatial reasoning
Realizing qualitative fuzzy spatial reasoning based on logic in ontology is a very complex and time consuming work. This paper defines and realizes interfaces for reasoning spatial relations quantitatively, which can ensure reasoning quality and time efficiency compared with qualitative ones. Fuzzy spatial relation computing models adopted to realize our interfaces are as following.
Distance relation
We propose a new model to compute the fuzzy distance between objects. Formula (1) shows how to compute fuzzy absolute distance relation. 
( , ) ( , )
Directional relation
Sun [14] developed a fuzzy directional relation computing model (formula (4)). It derives the degree of the relationship, an object B is in the direction Θ relative to A, by computing the degree to which region A dilated by a fuzzy sector ( , )
ray r m intersects with B. 
Topological relation
The topological relation computing model proposed by Zhan [15] is a classical one to compute the 8 JEPD topological relations (RCC8) between fuzzy regions. Formula (6) computes the fuzzy relation equal while the other 7 fuzzy relations are computed by (5). For example, rainfall is a fuzzy concept belonging to C l , its instances are rich, scarce, etc.
-D is the set of data types comprising standard data types and fuzzy data types. -TR is the set of fuzzy taxonomic relations TR:
OO is the set of fuzzy object properties connecting concepts. Each property oo Î OO can be represented as oo:
OV is the set of fuzzy datatype properties which connect concepts with data types. Each property ov Î OV can be represented as ov:
A is the set of axioms such as predicates that constraint the meaning of concepts, properties, etc. Fuzzy geospatial ontology is a fuzzy ontology modeling a variety of geospatial information, such as fuzzy spatial objects, fuzzy spatial object types, fuzzy spatial relations and fuzzy spatial attributes:
(1) Fuzzy spatial object: A fuzzy spatial object, so, should relate to a fuzzy set to represent its vague spatial extent. We define a fuzzy data type DS in D representing a set of fuzzy sets firstly, then define a property r: C´DS ® [0,1] (so Î C) in OV. Thus so relates to a fuzzy set through property r.
(2) Fuzzy spatial object type: Each fuzzy spatial object type is modeled as a fuzzy concept in C. (3) Fuzzy spatial relation: Each spatial relation is modeled as an object property in OO. (4) Fuzzy spatial attribute: For describing the spatial attributes of objects, such as the rainfall intensity in a region rg, we first define a fuzzy linguistic concept in C l , such as Rainfall (its instances are rich, scarce, and their fuzzy semantic is described by connecting the instance to a fuzzy set through a property r': Rainfall´DS ® {0,1} in OV), then define a property hasRainfall: C´Rainfall ® [0,1] (rg Î C) whose value can represent the fuzziness of the attribute, for example, hasRainfall(rg, rich)=0. 9 .
A restricted fuzzy ontology language, FR-OWL, is defined by extending OWL based on the fuzzy description logic f-SHIF(D) proposed by Bobillo [16] , to describe our fuzzy geospatial ontology.
(1) Syntax of FR-OWL ( , users can refer to [16] for the semantic of concepts. We show the semantic of FR-OWL axioms in table 2. In this table, à denotes ³ or £ , Å denotes the t-conorm operator in fuzzy logic, Ä denotes the t-norm operator, Q denotes the fuzzy complement operator, Þ denotes the implication operator. ... 
Fuzzy semantic reasoning module
The fuzzy semantic reasoning module provides supports for mining potential geospatial information, which is realized by first converting the spatial relation concepts and instances in FSRO to properties in fuzzy geospatial ontology using converting algorithm, and then mine information implied in geospatial ontology with the help of fuzzyDL.
Converting algorithm
In geospatial ontology, qualifier properties (e.g., verynear) are modeled as sub properties of spatial relation property (e.g., near). Figure 4 depicts the mapping relation between the two ontologies by a simple example. Converting algorithm realizes the mapping task whose time complexity is O(n 2 ), n is the number of spatial objects in geospatial ontology. 
Geospatial information mining
Mining algorithm provided by FR-OWL helps to mine fuzzy information comprising taxonomic relation, instance-of relation, attribute-of relation and hierarchy relation between properties. It's realized based on fuzzyDL, whose main steps are as follows.
(1) Converting fuzzy data types in FR-OWL to fuzzy functions in f-SHIF(D). (1) User interface: FGSRS provides two retrieval modes, semantic retrieval and keyword retrieval. The semantic retrieval allows users to input queries in natural language. Users can input a satisfying value in [0,1] for filtering the retrieved resources. The keyword retrieval uses the searching engine, Google, to retrieve information, whose results will be compared with that of the semantic retrieval.
(2) Query preprocessing module: The preprocessing module is responsible for translating user's query information into a set of triples of the form (concept, property, value).
(3) Fuzzy semantic retrieval module: It's the kernel of FGSRS. The retrieval process is as follows: ① Constructing a new concept, C new , based on the set of triples and add it to the fuzzy geospatial ontology. The name of C new should differ from the existing concepts in the ontology. ② Extending C new and the concepts relating to it through properties to get their corresponding similar concept sets (S Cnew , … …) using the semantic similarity calculating model. ③ Extracting instances that satisfy constraints of C new from existing instances that belong to concepts in S Cnew , which is realized by the classifying service provided by FR-OWL. ④ Using the fuzzy semantic reasoning module of FGSO to compute membership degrees of the instances (acquired in step ③) in C new . If the membership degree of an instance is equal or larger than the satisfying value input by users, this instance will be added to set S result . ⑤ Searching the index database with S result to get related web resources. (4) Repository: The fuzzy spatial relation ontology and the fuzzy geospatial ontology are stored in the repository. In FGSRS, the geospatial ontology is constructed as a tourist ontology which describes information about tourist attractions in Beijing together with the traffic and catering facilities around them. We referred to «Thesaurus for Geographic Science» and «Chinese Library Classification» to define the hierarchy of the tourist ontology, and referred to data from NFGIS (http://nfgis.nsdi.gov.cn/nfgis/chinese), CHGIS (http://yugong.fudan.edu.cn/ichg/chgis_index.asp) and the vector map of Beijing to instantiate the ontology. The tourist ontology consists of 267 concepts, 55 properties, 76 sub properties and 1573 instances.
(5) Web resource index database: We first download web resources to local file system using WGet (http://www.wget.org/), then annotate and index them. Mapping information between concepts/instances and web resources is stored in the database.
Experiment
Experiment results
Web resources preparing:
We first use concepts, instances and their synonyms in the geospatial ontology as keywords to search the web with the help of Google, then extract 15 web resources randomly from each result set corresponding to a keyword, and download them to local file system. The number of resources adds up to 26055.
We choose 160 queries to test our system. 80 of them contain only determinacy information. The other 80 queries all contain fuzzy geospatial information. The determinacy information retrieval quality and the fuzzy retrieval quality of FGSRS are validated separately, which are all compared with results acquired by Google. The comparisons on Precision and Recall are depicted in figure 6 and figure 7 .
Experiment results show that both Precision and Recall are improved by FGSRS. After analyzing experiment data on determinacy information retrieval, we find that semantic retrieval overcomes the deficiencies of keyword-based retrieval efficiently, which can understand equivocate vocabularies and synonyms well, as well as extending query information intelligently to give users more useful information. After analyzing experiment data on fuzzy information retrieval, we find that because Google can't understand the semantic of fuzzy information, many web resources can't be annotated correctly, which leads Google work badly. FGSRS comprehends and reasons fuzzy geospatial information with the help of FGSO, which improves Precision and Recall a lot, especially Precision. 
Retrieval ability comparison
We compare FGSRS with the existing geospatial semantic retrieval tools on the retrieval objects they support (Table 4) . ＃denotes partial support, √ denotes support, × denotes nonsupport. 
Conclusions
Firstly, we proposed an innovative fuzzy geospatial ontology model, FGSO, to represent the semantic of various kinds of fuzzy geospatial information in a machine understandable and human readable manner. The complex semantic of fuzzy spatial relations are represented and reasoned by FSRO. FGSO models all geospatial information besides spatial relations by fuzzy geospatial ontology based on our new fuzzy language, FR-OWL.Secondly, we developed a fuzzy geospatial semantic retrieval system FGSRS based on FGSO, which improves Recall and Precision efficiently compared with keyword retrieval methods. 
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